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between the front and back of the agent’s body throughout its lifetime. Since the agent
cannot reverse, the nature of the agent’s phototactic task is fundamentally altered by
this unsignalled change to its sensor. In previous work on this task evolved solutions
employed bistable controllers [12].
The experiment consists of a circular agent with radius equal to unity located in an
inﬁnite 2-D plane. (Distance and time are measured in arbitrary units.) At the start of
each trial, a single light source is presented, located at a random distance, d from the
agent,drawnfroma uniformrandomdistributionoverthe range[10,15],in anyrandom
direction. After a variable time period drawn uniformly at random from the range [40,
60], the trial ﬁnishes, and a new trial commences with a new randomly re-positioned
light. Less frequently, the sensor is switched from the front to the back of the agent (or
vice-versa) at the start of a trial.
Theagentis controlledbyaneuralnetworkreceivinginputfromthelightsensorand
driving two motors, which differentially steer the robot with their output (in range [0,
1]). The light sensor accepts incoming light so long as it is not occluded by the agent’s
body, and provides a value, I, in [0, 1] varying inversely with the distance between the
sensor and the light source up to a maximum of 150% of the largest possible initial
distance between the agent and the light.
The agentis controlledby a networkof continuoustime recurrentneuronsgoverned
by Equation(1). Time constants (τi) were scaled as exi with xi drawn from the uniform
distribution [0, 5], and weights wij and biases θi drawn from the uniform distribution
[-10, 10]. The sensor value is scaled by a sensor weight s uniform in [-10, 10], and is
made available to the ﬁrst neuron, only. The outputs of each of the last two neurons
were used to generate left and right motor speeds, respectively.
Motorneuronoutputsare ﬁrst scaled bya motorweight, ωr, andtranslated by a mo-
tor bias, θr, before being squashed and rescaled in the range [0, 1] to prevent reversing.
Thus, the speed of the right motor, r, was derived from the output of the right motor
neuron, yr, as r = 1
2 [1 + tanh(ωryr + θr)]. The network (and other simulation vari-
ables) are integrated with an Euler time-step of 0.1 during optimisation of the agent’s
controller, and 0.01 during analysis (to ensure stability).
Network parameters were optimised using a genetic algorithm employing pairwise
tournamentselection and a populationof 50, for up to 6000generations.A losing geno-
type was replacedwith a copy of the winner subject to parametermutationvia Gaussian
perturbation (zero mean, variance scaled between 0.02 and 0.05 as the previous gener-
ation’s elite genotype ﬁtness varies between 0.4 and 0.8). Fitness was calculated as the
normalised average distance of the agent from the light during the last 25 time units
of each trial. The ﬁrst trial after the sensor was switched does not contribute towards
ﬁtness, allowing for a possible adaptation phase to occur without punishing the agent.
Evolutionprogressedaccordingtoashapingscheme.Whenthebestagentofeachof
the 15 prior generations had attained a ﬁtness greater than 0.8, the phase was advanced.
During phase one, the sensor was solely located on the front of the agent, so standard
phototaxis was all that was required. During its lifetime, the agent was subject to eight
sets of six sequential light presentation trials, with its internal state reset between each
set. The average of these eight sets was taken as the overall ﬁtness score. Phase two
consisted ofthe phase onepresentationsfollowedbyan additionaleight sets ofsix trials